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(Communicated by Prof. H. D. KLOOSTERMAN at the meeting of May 28, 1966) 
It is easily seen that the axiom (AB2) given by GROTHENDIEOK for an 
abelian category implies the fact that tl).e category is balanced, i.e. any 
monomorphic epimorphism is an isomorphism. Does the converse hold: 
can we replace (AB2) by the requirement that the category is balanced 1 
In section 3 we show this is not the case by giving an example of an 
additive, balanced category with sufficiently many kernels and cokernels 
which is not abelian; in section 1 we indicate which extra axioms are 
needed. 
I thank Jan R. Strooker for interesting conversations on this subject. 
1. Various sets of axioms. 
Let C be a category with zero object and sufficiently many kernels and 
cokernels. A morphism u: E --+ F in C can be factored in a unique way: 
E'~l.~}~F', 
E'~F" 
i=Ker (u), p=Coker (u), q=Coker (i) def Coim (u), j=Ker (p) de£ Im (u), 
u = j · u · q (sometimes we denote a monomorphism by ~, and an epi-
morphism by-H). In general u is not an isomorphism (there are easy 
examples in the category of pointed sets and in the category of all groups). 
GROTHENDIEOK defines an abelian category by the following set of 
axioms (cf. [3], 1.4): 
(G) C is an additive category, in which: 
(AB1) every morphism admits a kernel and a cokernel, and 
(AB2) for every morphism u, u is an isomorphism 
(for the notion of an additive category: cf. [3], 1.3; [2], 1.4; or: [1 ], 
page 60, [5], 1.18 plus the existence of (finite) direct sums). 
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We remark that in an additive category sufficiently many kernels exist 
if an only if sufficiently many fibred products (=pullbacks) exist: 
X YT 
XI]yZ c ,~, )>XllZ 
~l 
X 
J; (/,-g) ) y 
ig 
z 
i=Ker(/,-g), 
j = Ker(u). 
Dually: sufficiently many cokernels exist iff sufficiently many fib red sums 
( = pushouts) exist. 
FREYD has quite a different set of axioms (cf. [1], Chapter 2): 
(F) (FO) C has a zero object, 
(F1) sufficiently many ll and (F1 t £ exist, 
(F2) sufficiently many kernels and (F2t cokernels exist, 
(F3) every monomorphism is normal and (F3t every epic is conormal 
(kernel-morphisms are said to be normal; (F3) is equivalent to: every 
monomorphism is the kernel of its own cokernel). 
Definition (cf. [4], page 190-07, definition 2.3): Let C be a category 
with fibred products. A morphism f: X --+ Y in C is said to be universally 
epimorphic, if for every g: Z --+ Y, 
pz is an epimorphism. Dual notion: universally monomorphic 
We remark that a morphism which is universally monomorphic, is a 
monomorphism (choose ly: Y--+ Y), but the converse is false in general 
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(for example in the category of all groups, or in the category of commu-
tative rings with identity element). Note that monomorphisms remain 
monic under formation of fibred products (cf. [5], 1.7.1), dually: epi-
morphisms remain epic under formation of fibred sums. 
We are going to show that the set of axioms (G), and hence the set 
of axioms (F), can be replaced by: 
(G') C is an additive category, with (AB1), and with: 
(AB2i) every bimorphism is an isomorphism (i.e. C is balanced), 
(AB2ii) every monomorphism is universally monomorphic, and 
(AB2iii) = (~B2iit every epimorphism is universally epimorphic. 
Lemma ( 1.1): Let C be an additive category which satisfies (AB1). 
The following properties are equivalent: 
(a) (AB2i) and (AB2iii) hold in C; 
(b) (F3)0 holds in C; 
(c) (AB2i) holds inC, and for every epimorphism f: X --H Y, and every 
monomorphism g: Z 4 Y, with Z sl~ 0, there exist a T E C, and a 
commutative diagram 
y(( I X 
4 z c v l T with V# 0. 
Proof: (a=? c): Choose T=Zl]yX. 
(c=? b): 'Let p: X--+ Y be an epimorphism. We choose 
i=Ker (p), (q: X--+ B)=Coker (i) 
p=pfq·q. 
Clearly pfq is an epimorphism. Suppose Ker (pfq) = (0 c:-+ B) =F 0; let 
F=XIIBO. As i= Ker (p), we deduce q' =0, which contradicts the proper-
ty (c). Hence 0=0, thus pfq is an isomorphism by (AB2i), and we have 
proved the property (F3t. 
(b ==? a) (cf. [5], 1.20.2): Clearly (F3)0 implies the fact that Cis balanced. 
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Let (Z __,.. B)= Coker (pz): 
As p' · g = 0 is epimorphic, B ""' 0, hence pz is epimorphic. Q.E.D. 
Proposition ( 1. 2): The sets of axioms (G) and (G') are equivalent. 
Proof: Suppose C satisfies (G). Let u be an epimorphism in C. Then 
E ---u--~F---~F'=O 
!q T=~ 
E" ----....,>;)oF" 
u.:::::: q is a cokernel-morphism by (AB2), hence (G) implies (F3t. By 
lemma (1.1) we conclude that (G) implies (G'). 
Suppose (G') holds in C. Let u be a morphism in C, and construct a 
commutative diagram (as before): 
i u E'~c---)~ E ---~ 
l q' i' l· " 
K..-c---+) E" ---+ 
)F p 
» f;, t p' )F" »O, 
i' =Ker (u) and p' =Coker (u). It is easily seen that the left-hand square 
is cartesian (i.e. E' .:::::: KIIE" E), hence by (AB2iii) it follows that q' is 
epimorphic; on the other hand i' · q' ~ q · i = 0, thus q' = 0. Thus we conclude 
K = 0, and u is proved to be monomorphic. Dually: (AB2ii) implies that 
u is epimorphic. Hence u is an isomorphism, 0 being balanced, and the 
axiom (AB2) is proved to be true under assumption of (G'). 
BRemark: "(G) implies (F)" follows immediately from (1.1), and 
"(F) implies (G)" is proved in [1], chapter 2 . 
• Lemma (1.3): Let C be an additive category satisfying (AB1). The 
following properties are equivalent: 
(a) C satisfies (F3); 
(b) C is balanced, and the composition of normal morphisms in C is 
normal. 
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Proof: (a=>- b): It is clear that (F3) implies (AB2i). The composition 
of normal morphisms is a monomorphism, hence it is a kernel morphism 
by (F3). 
(b -{=a): Consider the commutative diagram 
L 
:-:-
.I 
u ~· 1~ti P F' 
](C i , F"--q::--~) c 
p=Coker (u), j=Ker (p), q=Coker (u), i=Ker (q), r=Coker (ji). By 
construction it follows that F' "'L, p "'r. As i and j are normal, we 
may conclude ji=Ker (Coker (ji))=Ker (r) "'Ker (p)=j. Thus i is an 
isomorphism, q = 0, u is epic, and by (AB2i) we conclude that u is an 
isomorphism. Thus u "' j is normal, which proves property (F3). Q.E.D. 
2. Some lemmas. 
In this section we consider additive categories only. A morphism 
u: EXt-+ EY1 will be written as a matrix, u= (UJt) with UJt: Xt-+ Y1o 
and composition is precisely matrix multiplication (we use the same 
notations as [5], i.e. the transposed notation of [1]); by MT we denote 
the transposed of the matrix M. 
Lemma (2.1): Suppose U, V E Care such that the cokernels of all 
morphisms u: U -+ 1, and v: V -+ 11 exist. Then all morphisms 
w: U EV -+ 1 H have cokernels. 
Proof: w: UEV-+ W, 
p=Coker (w1), v=p·w2, q=Coker (v), then q·p=Coker (w). 
Lemma (2.2): Let x: X-+ Y be a monomorphism. Then 
Ker ((x, ... , x): Xn-+ Y)= 
-1 -1 -1 
1 0 0 
= i 0 1 0 : xn-1 -+ xn. 
0 0 0 1 
Q.E.D. 
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Lemma (2.3): Let A E C be such that Home (A, A)=Z2 (i.e. the 
group of two elements). Let CA be the full subcategory of C consisting 
of all objects Am, m;>O. The functor Home (A, -) is an equivalence 
between CA and the category of finite dimensional vectorspaces over the 
prime field F2 (N.B. of course, 2 can be replaced by another prime number). 
Lemma (2.4): For any u: U--+ X, 
((u, -lx): UEX--+ X)=Coker ((lu, u)T: U--+ UEX). 
Lemma (2.5): Suppose Coker (u: U--+ V) exists; then 
Coker ((u, O)T: U--+ VEW) exists. 
The reader will have no difficulty to prove the last 4 lemmas. 
3. An example on a non-abelian category. 
We consider a category C with objects of the form AmEBnE08EDt, 
where m, n, s and t are non-negative integers (and we write 0 in case 
these integers are all zero, further OEA =A, etc.). The objects A, B, 0 
and D we call elementary, and morphisms between them we call elementary 
morphisms. The elementary morphisms in C are: the zero morphisms 
Oxy, the identity morphisms lx and 
with b·a=e, 
d·a=O, 
C·b=O, 
c·e=O. 
If X and Y are elementary, Hom (X, Y) = {0} in the cases X #A and 
Y=A, X=O and Y=B, X=D and Y#D, and in all other cases Hom 
(X, Y) has two elements; in all these cases we provide Hom (X, Y) with 
the only possible structure. of a (commutative) group with Oxy as zero 
element. We define Hom (EXi, EY1) for elementary Xi and Y1 as the 
set of (m x n)-matrices u= (UJi), with Ufi E Hom (Xi, Y1), and we add 
components-wise: 
The composition of morphisms is obtained by matrix multiplication 
(addition being defined between elementary morphisms from Xi to YJ). 
Clearly we have thus obtained an additive category. We claim: 
(3.1) Condition (AB2ii) is not fulfilled (and hence C is not an abelian 
category). 
(3.2) In C not every epimorphism in universally epimorphic (i.e. (AB2iii) 
is not satisfied). 
(3.3) In C sufficiently many kernels and cokernels exist (ABl). 
(3.4) In C every bimorphism is an isomorphism (i.e. Cis balanced, AB2i). 
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(3.1) Clearly 
B'"-C-~)0 
tct ,! 
is a cocartesian square; hence (3.1) is proved. Remark that we can also 
show that e: A ~ 0 is not a kernel morphism (although it is the compo-
sition of the normal morphisms a and b). 
(3.2) It is easy to see that 
0---~BEO 1 l(~ ~) 
D DED 
is a cartesian square. 
(3.3) Direct verification shows: 
~ a, b, e are monomorphic, 
) a= Ker (d), 
~b=Ker(c), 
) 
c, d are epimorphic, 
C= Coker (e), 
d= Coker (a), 
c= Coker (b). 
In order to prove the existence of sufficiently many cokernels in C, 
by lemma (2.1) is suffices to consider only morphisms of type 
where U is an elementary object. By (2.5) we may suppose Ui * 0 for 
all i, by (2.4) we may suppose that UioF 1u for all i, and we can assume 
that n > 1 (since we already constructed the cokernels of elementary 
morphisms). Using moreover (the dual of) lemma (2.2) the following cases 
remain to be studied: 
cp1=(b, ... , b, d, ... , d)T: B ~csEDt, s;;;.!, t;>1; 
cp2= (a, ... , a, e, ... , e)T: A~ BnEOs, n> 1; 
cpa=(e, ... , e)T: A ~os,'s;>2. 
In the case of kernels, with the same arguments we are reduced to the 
following cases: 
'f/Jl=(e, ... ,e,b, ... ,b):AmEBn~O,m;>1,n;>1; 
1p2 = (d, ... , d, c, ... ,c): BnEOs ~ D, ri> 1, s> 1 ;, 
'ljJa=(d, ... ,d): Bn ~ D, n;>2; 
'f/J4=(c, ... ,c):C8 ~D,s;>2. 
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We ask the reader to verify that Jri =Coker ( !fi), and ~?i = Ker ("Pi), where : 
1 1 
0 
0 
0 
1 1 
c 0 0 0 . 0 
1 1 
1 
0 
1 0 . 0 1 
•1 I 
1 
1 1 
1 0 
1 
1 0 0 1 
d 0 0 0 . 0 
b 0 0 1 
b 0 
0 
1 I 
0 
I 0 
0 
0 
I I 
I 
c 0 . 
0 
a I I 
0 I l 
I 
0 
I 
: Am-l.EA.EBn-1 ___,.. Am.EBn, 
0 l ~a I 
!!2 
e 0 
0 
. . l 0 0 
0 
0 
l 0 
0 b l 
a l 
0 l 
0 
b l 
0 l 
0 
l 
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o' 
0 
. . l : AEBn-lEBECs-1-+ BnECs, 
l 
l 
: AEBn-1 -+ Bn, and 
1 
BECs-1 -+ cs. 
l 
In this way axiom (ABl) is checked for the category C. 
(3.4) Let w: X-+ Y be a bimorphism; we write X=AmEBnECsEDt, 
and Y =Am'EBn'EC8'EDt'. Since Hom (D, X) C Hom (D, Y), we obtain 
t<,t'. In the same way we deduce: 8+t<.8' +t', n+8+t<.n' +8' +t', and 
m+n+8<:;.m' +n' +8'. As Hom (Y, A) C Hom (X, A), we derive m' <:;.m, 
and analogously m' +n' <.m+n, m' +n' +8' <:;.m+n+8, and n' +8' +t' < 
< n + 8 + t. Direct calculation yields: 
m=rn', t=t', n;;;;.n', 8<:,8' and n+8=n' +8'. 
(~.1 ~) w = , u : X1EDt-+ Y1EDt. 
From 
(~1 ~) GDt) G) 
it follows that fJ is a monomorphism, hence (cf. 2.3) it is an isomorphism, 
and w is an isomorphism iff w1 is an isomorphism. In the same way we 
obtain a bimorphism 
w2: X2=Bn.EC11 -+ Bn'EC11 ' =Y2, 
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which is an isomorphism iff w1 is an isomorphism. Suppose s' = s + k with 
k > 0. Consider the monomorphism y = (08 --+ X 2 --+ Y2 --+ 0 8'); using (2.3), 
we can choose an isomorphism Qs' '"'-/ Qk E08 in such a way that y is the 
identity, i.e. 
composing w2 with x=(O,c, ... ,c,O): Y2--+D, we obtain x·w2 =0, since 
every morphism (B --+ 0 --+D)= 0, which contradicts the fact that w2 is 
an epimorphism. Hence s'=s, and thus n=n'. 
We obtain: 
since f3 is an epimorphism, it is an isomorphism by (2.3), hence we have 
proved w to be an isomorphism. Thus the category C is balanced. 
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